Topographic and Geological Map Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 20-09-001) in your message.

Germany Geological Map

20-09-001

Geologische Übersichtskarte 1:200 000.
Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (Germany). Published 1973-2003. Scale 1:200,000. In German. Overview map of Germany that shows formations by type, composition, and age. Sheets include stratigraphic information. 55 sheets, full country coverage. Formats: TIFF, GeoTIFF

France Southern and Antarctic Islands Topographic Maps

20-09-002

Carte de Reconnaissance des Iles Kerguelen au 1/100000.
Institut Geographique National (France). Published 1967. In French. Contours at intervals at 50 feet, roads, hydrography, vegetation, glaciers, shipwrecks, penguin colonies. 3 sheets, 84 x 103 cm each, covers all of Kerguelen Islands. Formats: Print, GeoTIFF

Turks and Caicos Topographic Maps

20-09-003

1:25,000 Turks & Caicos Islands (E8112 / DOS 309P).
Ordnance Survey (United Kingdom). Published 1984-1985. Scale 1:25,000. In English. Shows relief at 25-foot intervals, detailed roads, hydrography, and land cover. 15 sheets, full country coverage. Formats: TIFF, GeoTIFF

Moldova Geological Map

20-09-004

Harta geologica Republicii Moldova.
Agenția pentru Geologie și Resurse Minerale (Chișinău, Moldova). Published 2020. Scale 1:600,000. Shows formations by geological era and type. Legend in English. 1 sheet covers whole country. Formats: TIFF, GeoTIFF
Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books

Дорогами воинской славы 1941-1945 : атлас
20-09-005 | $182.00 | PURCHASE

Дорогами воинской славы 1941-1945 : атлас

Other Atlases

20-09-006 | $14.00 | PURCHASE

Man bu Zuoying jiu cheng li shi di tu ji

20-09-007 | $15.00 | PURCHASE

Globalography : our interconnected world revealed in 50 maps

50 unique maps to chart the globalography of our world. Each map examines the links, bonds and conflicts that bring our world together, creating a fascinating and intricate atlas of our connected planet. Each map is accompanied by an essay which provides expert insight on how the connections have been formed and what they tell us about our world.

20-09-008 | $58.00 | PURCHASE

Тefsir tarihi atlasi ve uygulama haritalari

20-09-009 | $60.00 | PURCHASE

Joburg & surrounds

Street Guide coverage of Joburg and surrounding area.

20-09-010 | $105.00 | PURCHASE

Гістарычная атлас Беларусі

The Historical Atlas of Belarus is original cartographic publication in the Republic of Belarus dedicated to the historical past of the country. The maps included in the atlas provide an overview of the history not only of Belarus but of the whole East-European region. Besides, the atlas includes large-scale maps of separate territories, town plans, battle maps. This atlas is addressed to everyone who is involved in research activity or in teaching history of the country.

20-09-011 | $122.00 | PURCHASE

Atlas historyczny miast Polskich : Toruń : tom I pruski królewskie i warmia : zeszyt 8

Contains booklet of information along with a number of original maps illustrating the socio-economic transformations of the city over the years. centuries, as well as numerous reproductions of city plans from the 17th to the 20th century.

20-09-012 | $130.00 | PURCHASE

Географический атлас Оренбургской области

geospatial@eastview.com    tel. +1.952.252.1205    fax +1.952.252.1202    geospatial.com
Trade, Popular and Reference Maps and Atlases

Featured Publisher: De Dios Editores

De Dios Editores is a boutique publishing house in Argentina that specializes in publishing Travel Guides, Map Guides and illustrated books to major travel destinations, in Spanish and English. In 1993 Julian de Dios and his father, renowned journalist Horacio de Dios, converted their interest in travel into a publishing business that is unprecedented in Argentina. Over the years they have sold more than 500,000 copies of their work, becoming the main reference of most Latin American travelers. For more De Dios Editores map titles, please visit www.longitudemaps.com.

20-09-013 | $11.95 | PURCHASE

**Argentina**


Indispensable for trip planning, this highway map includes icons locating the national parks, wildlife areas, archeological sites, vineyards, ski resorts, scenic train routes, and many other activities and destinations. 100 places of interest described in English on the reverse and located on the map with numbers. Also includes a listing of web sites for various travel interests, distance chart, calendar of special events by date and average temperatures chart.

20-09-014 | $9.95 | PURCHASE

**Buenos Aires Milongas**


This deDios title maps out the milonga events that take place in Buenos Aires. The map includes a list of milongas and shows their locations on the map, but also details common city and tourist details, such as the locations of police, hospitals, post offices, tourist information locations, churches, synagogues, bus terminals, ports, rail terminals, airports, bike paths, and metrobus routes.

20-09-015 | $15.95 | PURCHASE

**Buenos Aires Pocket Guide**


DISTRICTS: An overview of each district in the city, from the 100-year old streets in San Telmo or the harbor in La Boca, to the elegant Recoleta and Belgrano, with its mandatory spots.

LODGING: Accommodation to suit every pocket. High-class hotels, boutique hotels and family hotels, as well as hostels.

USEFUL INFORMATION: Emergency phone numbers and how to get around town.

EVENTS: A calendar with the events of the year.

ATTRACTIONS: Main trips: Avenida de Mayo, the MALBA, Caminito, Palermo.

GASTRONOMY: Restaurants of all categories, with a wide array of offers. Hole-in-the-wall restaurants, bistro and traditional places.

NIGHTLIFE: Bars and lounges, discos, pubs, theatres and milongas.

SHOPPING: Shopping areas, avenues with elegant stores and others with more affordable stores, malls and outlets.

TWO-DAY TRIP: A detailed agenda of a two-day trip to really enjoy Buenos Aires.

MAPS: A complete map of Buenos Aires with the exact location of all the attractions.

20-09-016 | $12.95 | PURCHASE

**Buenos Aires, Street Art Map**


A route through the best works of street art in Buenos Aires. Graffiti, stencils and murals, by both national and foreign artists who, in the last couple of years, have transformed the city into an amazing open air gallery.

Photos of 100 works of street art, with their author and location on the map of Buenos Aires, so you can create your own route.

A selection of the best 50 works of urban art in the subway network, from classics like B. Quinquela Martin’s murals, to the incredible tango portraits by Menchi Sabat, or Martin Ron’s modern images.

70 stores, bars, restaurants and cultural centers that share the same ‘street spirit’ as the city trail.
Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.